QUALIFYING EXAM PROPOSAL

NAME: ___________________________ EMAIL: ___________________ ID: ________________

AREAS OF EMPHASIS: ______________

MAJOR PROFESSOR: ________________

LAB TELEPHONE NUMBER: ___________ HOME TELEPHONE NUMBER: ____________

THE SEVEN COMMITTEE MEMBERS THAT YOU WISH TO SUGGEST:

Your committee will be comprised of 5 members, 4 members from the Food Science graduate group and one committee member from outside the graduate group. Three members should be selected in your area of emphasis, the other two from one of the other areas in food science. Example: My area of emphasis is Food Microbiology; I have three microbiologists, one food chemist, and one food engineer. One of my microbiologists is from the Microbiology department.

Please include reasons from the selection of specific member(s), i.e. Research interest, area of expertise, etc.

CHAIR: ___________________________ IN EMPHASIS: Yes No NOT IN EMPHASIS: Yes No

MEMBER IN EMPHASIS: ___________________________.

MEMBER IN EMPHASIS: ___________________________.

MEMBER IN EMPHASIS (Alternate): ___________________________.

MEMBER NOT IN EMPHASIS (area of emphasis) ___________________________.

MEMBER NOT IN EMPHASIS (Alternate): ___________________________.

MEMBER OUTSIDE OF GRADUATE GROUP (Department and area of expertise): ___________________________.

MEMBER OUTSIDE OF GRADUATE GROUP (Alternate): ___________________________.

TITLE OF THESIS PROPOSAL: ___________________________.

TENTATIVE DATE FOR ORAL EXAM: ___________________________.

Graduate Academic Advisor signature: ___________________________.
Date: ___________________________.

4/4/12